T5
Compact, Advanced, Submersible, 512 Channel
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The OPUS T5 is a highly specified, yet very affordable,
two-way radio suitable for a wide variety of everyday and
specialist applications.
Almost indestructible

Advanced signalling

On the outside, the T5 has a tough
polycarbonate case able to withstand
drops of 10m onto concrete and even
being driven over by a car!

The T5 also has advanced signalling
options - including 53 CTCSS tones,
104 DCS codes, DTMF, 2 tone and 5
tone selcall - permitting individual and
group calling, caller ID and remote stun/
revive.

This case also satisfies the punishing
IP67
requirement
completely
protecting the radio against dust ingress
and immersion in water (to a depth of
1m for 30 minutes).

Compact and lightweight
Despite this durability, the radio is still
lighter and more compact than many
of it’s competitors - standing only
119mm high (excluding antenna), a
comfortable 38mm deep and 57mm
wide and weighing a mere 240g - with
the battery!

Simple operation
For simple and effective operation,
the T5 has ‘over sized’ control knobs,
an illuminated alphanumeric LCD
display, dedicated and programmable
red emergency/panic button and five
additional programmable keys.

High performance
The T5’s tough outer case houses an
advanced, high performance two way
radio with many useful features.
Up to 512 programmable channels are
available, which can be flexibly arranged
in up to 32 groups. Each channel can
be alphanumerically ‘tagged’ and
configured with a variety of options.

Superior audio
High quality, fully comprehensible
audio is maintained - even in noisy
environments - with a large loud
speaker, audio equalizer and selectable
audio companding and whisper modes.
To enhance communication privacy and
prevent casual eavesdropping, a 250
code voice scrambler is also fitted as
standard.

Comprehensive solution
As standard the T5 is supplied with an
antenna, belt clip, wrist-strap, long-life
high capacity (2200mAh) LiION battery
pack and fast (3½ hr) desk charger - with
additional battery charging slot.

Other features
Other standard features include VOX for handsfree operation, power save - to
maximise battery life, fully configurable
scanning (with priority channel), keypad
lock, low transmit power mode and
more.
Optional features include GPS and
bluetooth modules.
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